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Types of PRC Companies

Limited liability and joint stock limited companies

Under the Company Law, there are two types of companies: limited liability company and joint stock limited company.

For a limited liability company, a shareholder will be liable to the company to the extent of his paid capital contribution. The shareholders of a limited liability company can be no more than 50.

For a joint stock limited company, a shareholder will be liable to the company to the extent of the shares he has subscribed and paid. A joint stock limited company may be established by the way of promotion (where promoters subscribe all the shares to be issued) or stock floatation (where promoters subscribe only a part of the shares to be issued).

A joint stock limited company can either be an unlisted company or a listed company. In China, the stocks of a listed company are listed and traded on either Shanghai Stock Exchange or Shenzhen Stock Exchange.

Foreign invested company (“FIC”)

Another classification method is based on whether there is foreign investment involved. A foreign invested company (“FIC”) refers to a company with foreign investment and shareholding. A domestic company has no foreign investment or shareholding. The Company Law is applicable to both a domestic company and an FIC. However, an FIC is also subjected to special laws or regulations for foreign investment.

An FIC is classified either as a wholly foreign-owned enterprise (“WFOE”), a contractual joint venture (“CJV”) or an equity joint venture (“EJV”).

A WFOE is a limited liability company with only foreign shareholding. A WFOE is mainly governed by Law of the People’s Republic of China on Foreign-invested Enterprises as well as many other relevant regulations and rules, which
make it clear that its structure will be the limited liability company. Only by approval, it can be structured otherwise.

A **CJV** is a joint venture with both foreign and domestic investors. The CJV contract will be the basis for such joint investment. The contract will include contents such as the investment criteria or conditions for cooperation, distribution of earnings or products, sharing of risks and losses, style of operation and management and ownership of the property at the time of the termination of the contractual joint venture. The establishment and operation of a CJV will be based on the CJV contract as well as the Articles of Association.

Like a CJV, an **EJV** is also jointly invested by Chinese Party and Foreign Party. The parties to the venture share the profits, risks and losses in proportion to their respective contributions to the registered capital of the EJV.

Under *Law of People’s Republic of China on Chinese-Foreign Equity Joint Ventures* as well as many other relevant rules and regulations, an EJV, like a WFOE or a CJV is structured as a limited liability company.

*Foreign invested joint stock limited company*

When foreign investment is involved in a joint stock limited company, it can be deemed as a special type of EJV or may be classified simply as “**foreign-invested joint stock limited company**”.

Foreign shareholdings in a foreign-invested joint stock limited company must be no less than 25% of the company’s total registered capital and the total registered capital at its minimum level must be RMB 30 million.

In the case that a foreign-invested joint stock limited company is listed, the foreign shareholdings are allowed to be less than 25% of the total shareholding, but must not be less than 10%. The Certificate of Approval for FIC will be revoked as the foreign shareholding is less than 25%, which means that the company is no longer treated as a FIC under PRC law.

**Onshore Debt Financing**

*Acceptable collaterals*
Debt financing refers to loans from financial institutions such as commercial banks. Commercial banks rarely provide loans or credit facilities without provision of securities by corporate borrowers. Commercial banks require companies seeking loans to provide Letters of Guarantee or Promissory Bonds or Standby Letters of Credit together with acceptable collaterals such as mortgages or pledges. Credit worthiness or financial standing of the corporate borrower will be taken into consideration in their risk evaluation.

**Letter of Guarantee** or a Performance Bond can either be provided by a domestic financial institution (for example, a domestic bank) or a non-financial enterprise with credit worthiness (for example, the shareholder of the company). When the Letter of Guarantee is provided by a bank, the corporate borrower is usually required to deposit a substantial amount of cash as fixed deposit.

Properties such as real estate, land use rights, machines and equipments\(^1\), transportation vehicles\(^2\), either owned by the company itself or by a third party, can be used as collateral properties. **Mortgage** is always the most desirable security for a bank because of its safety and simple value appraisal.

The properties that can be used for **pledge** are mainly the movable properties, for example, inventory such as raw materials or goods in the warehouse, and instruments including bills of exchange, promissory notes/bank notes\(^3\), cheques, bonds, bills of lading, negotiable shares or stocks. Other properties include negotiable rights to the exclusive use of trademarks, patents and copyrights can be pledged as well.

**Wealth management funds**

Lately, small and bigger banks have more creative ways to raise funds by establishing private wealth management funds.

However, not all the commercial banks are privileged to establish wealth management. Only a few banks have been approved to do so.

The *Measures for the Pilot Management of Establishing Fund Management Companies by Commercial Banks* were promulgated by both China Banking Regulatory Commission (“CBRC”) and China Securities Regulatory Commission.

---

\(^1\) A mortgage contract will be signed and shall be registered with the local AIC. The title documents attached to such machines and equipments will be marked “under charge”.

\(^2\) A mortgage contract will be signed and shall be registered with the local transportation authority. The title documents attached to such vehicles will be marked “under charge”.

\(^3\) Under Article 73 of the Negotiable Instrument Law of the PRC, a promissory note is an instrument written and issued by a drawer, promising to pay unconditionally a fixed amount of money to a payee or holder at the sight of the instrument. The term “promissory note” used in this law refers to the bank note.
Bank of China, Construction Bank, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, and Bank of Communications constituted the first group that were approved by CBRC and CSRC to establish subsidiaries dealing with wealth management funds.

The second group included Bank of China, Agricultural Bank of China, China Merchants Bank, Shanghai Pudong Development Bank and China Mingsheng Bank. The third group consisted of city banks, for example, the Beijing Bank.

Allowing commercial banks to establish wealth management funds helps them raise much needed capital during the prevailing credit crunch. However, in the short run, it is still not easy for companies, especially small and medium sized companies, to get loans from banks, mainly due to the credit crunch faced by the banks. As a result, many companies turn to debt financing from non-financial institutions and non-banks, such as private credit companies.

Private credit companies

Private credit companies are legal entities in China. They can be either structured as limited liability companies or joint stock limited companies. No special license is required for the establishment of such companies, but there is a need for approval by local government and registration with People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”).

The permissible interest rate has to be no lower than 9/10 of the benchmark loan rate published by People’s Bank of China, and the maximum is 4 times the benchmark loan rate.

Securities may be required. Private credit companies can grant loans with higher interest rates and shorter loan periods without the provision of securities by the borrowers. Companies have to be very careful when they raise funds from private credit companies as not every private credit company carries its money lending business within the legal framework. Partly because of private credit companies not being allowed to raise funds from the public, a high interest rate may be charged in the guise of commission or other fees.
There are so many of such companies in Shenzhen and Wenzhou. These two cities are the examples in respect of private credit companies’ administration.

Shenzhen has its own local rules regulating the qualification, establishment, operation, risk management and other aspects of private credit companies.

For example, Shenzhen government issued *Temporary Measures of Shenzhen for the Pilot Management on Small Credit Companies* in 2009. Under these Measures, the maximum registered capital will be RMB50 million in respect of a limited liability company and RMB 80 million in respect of a joint stock limited company. These Measures also have strict provisions regarding the investors/fund distributors to ensure the legality of their financial sources.

Wenzhou is the pilot city for the financial reform recently. Some private credit companies will be re-structured as small rural banks, and the remaining will be placed under stricter supervision. Previously a financing scandal regarding illegal fund raising was reported to take place in Wenzhou and its neighboring cities. Large amount of funds were raised by all kinds of companies including private credit companies from the public at exorbitant interest rates. In the end most of the lenders were not repaid.  

*Corporate bonds*

Another source of debt financing for companies is issuance of corporate bonds. Compared with bank loans, issuance of corporate bonds allows a company to use the raised funds in a way not limited or interfered by creditors. Also, the company does not have to repay the debts in a shorter term and face cash liquidity. The company will be financially burdened with higher payments upon maturity of the bonds.

Other concerns that may impact a company’s decision in issuing corporate bonds include the complicated and strict procedure in obtaining approval from authorities.

---

4 See the "Wu Ying" case. Wu Ying was given a suspended death sentence because of credit financing fraud. She established the Bense group and was its Legal Representative. In 2006, she was ranked No 68 in the Hurun Rich list with her total wealth of RMB3.8bn. It was reported that she raised more than RMB773m from the public of which around half was not repaid.

5 In China, there also exists "enterprise bonds" that are different from corporate bonds, mainly in that enterprise bonds are issued by SOEs or state holding companies; the raised funds usually being invested in specific constructions of railway, highways or power station.
Issuance of corporate bonds must be approved by CSRC. Agents including underwriters and sponsors must be employed by the company. This is a heavy expenditure to be borne by the company. The company has to comply with conditions set by relevant laws, for example, the net assets shall not be less than RMB30 million in respect of a joint stock limited company or RMB60 million in respect of a limited liability company.\(^6\)

Almost all the companies approved with issuance of corporate bonds during the past years were listed companies.

*Domestic loan with foreign security*

There can also be an onshore loan or line of credit given to a FIC with overseas security. This amounts to “domestic loan with foreign security” and the applicable law for this is the *Methods of Administration of Overseas Loan (“The Methods”)* promulgated by SAFE in May 2013.

Under this scheme, an overseas limited liability company, A1, provides acceptable collaterals, such as mortgage of real estate properties, guarantees from credit worthy shareholders and pledging of shares, to a domestic or foreign bank in Singapore. In lieu of the usual collaterals, fixed deposit amounts can also be placed in the Singapore or foreign bank in Singapore.

The Chinese branch of the Singapore or foreign bank in PRC can extend a line of credit or term loan to the FIC, A2. A2 can be either a EJV, CJV or a WFOE. A1 is the substantial shareholder partner in either EJV or the sole shareholder in the WFOE.

The internal arrangement between the Singapore-based bank and its Chinese branch in PRC can be secured by documentary letter of standby credit. It can also be an arrangement between a Singapore-based bank and a PRC’s domestic bank on this basis.

The domestic bank in PRC does not have to register such debt financing but has to provide data to SAFE. Article 18 of the *Methods* states as follows:

*Qualified debtors may have foreign institutions or individuals offer securities for their loans obtained from domestic financial institutions (“domestic loans with foreign securities”). Domestic creditors shall report relevant data to local foreign exchange bureaus in accordance with relevant provisions.*

---

\(^6\)Article 16 of Securities Law of the P.R.C.
Under article 19 of the *Methods*, the FIC can enter into direct contractual arrangements with individual and corporate guarantors. It is also advisable for A1 to enter into a legally binding debt financing contract with A2. There must be proper board of directors’ resolutions of both A1 and A2 regarding the financing arrangement.

In the event of a default in payment by the FIC, it has to report and register the loan with SAFE. It will also trigger a conversion of the domestic loan to an overseas loan. The loan amount must not exceed the difference between the registered capital and the total investment of the FIC.